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Because the Onodi cells are posterior
ethmoid cells that are positioned
superolateral to the sphenoid sinus ,the
optic nerve & carotid artery may often
course through the lateral aspect of onodi
cell instead of sphenoid sinus proper.

lessons4medicos.blogspot.com/2009/02/onodi-cell-haller-cell.html
Medicine Decoded: Onodi cell & Haller cell - blogspot.com

Sphenoethmoidal air cell | Radiology Reference Article ...
https://radiopaedia.org/articles/sphenoethmoidal-air-cell-1
Sphenoethmoidal air cell, also commonly known as the Onodi air cell, is an anatomical
variant of the paranasal sinuses, important due to its close proximity to the optic nerve
and internal carotid artery.

Onodi cells | Radiology Case | Radiopaedia.org
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Onodi cells | Radiology Case | Radiopaedia.org
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/onodi-cells
CT showed bilateral aerated cavities lateral to the optic canal, extending into the anterior
clinoid processes. These are variants of the utmost posterior ethmoid cells, named after
the Hungarian rhinolaryngologist Adolf Onodi (1857-1919), as Onodi air cells or are
otherwise known as sphenoethmoidal air cells.
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Onodi cell | definition of Onodi cell by Medical dictionary
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Onodi+cell
Onodi cell mucoceles are rare entities that can cause devastating ocular complications if
not treated promptly. Onodi cell mucocele: case report and review of the literature Optic
neuropathy and acute visual loss caused by an isolated â€¦

The central Onodi cell: A previously unreported â€¦
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov › â€¦ › v.4(1); Spring 2013
May 14, 2013 · Preoperative recognition of the Onodi cell is necessary to avoid injury to
closely associated structures, including the internal carotid artery and the optic nerve.
This article describes the central Onodi cell, a variation in which a posterior ethmoid cell
lies superior to the sphenoid sinus in a ...

Medicine Decoded: Onodi cell & Haller cell
lessons4medicos.blogspot.com/2009/02/onodi-cell-haller-cell.html
Onodi cell(sphenoethomoid cell): This is formed by lateral and posterior pneumatization of
the most posterior ethmoid cells over the sphenoid sinus.

Onodi Cell Mucocele: Rare Cause of Optic Compressive
...
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaotolaryngology/fullarticle/484877
An Onodi cell is now defined as the most posterior ethmoid cell, which has pneumatized
laterally and superiorly, and is intimately related to the optic nerve. 5 It is an anatomical
variant of the posterior ethmoidal cell, and it arises from the posterosuperior migration of
the ethmoidal cells into the sphenoid bone.

Optic neuritis caused by aspergilloma within Onodi cell ...
www.signavitae.com/2017/11/optic-neuritis-caused-by-aspergilloma...
Onodi cells are anatomical variants of the posterior ethmoidal cells, which are greatly
pneumatized laterally, and to some degree superiorly, to the sphenoid sinuses. The
clinical importance of the Onodi cell is that it contains the optic canal and lies in close
proximity to the optic nerve.

Acute visual loss by an Onodi cell - ResearchGate
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/12292820_Acute_visual...
Download citation | Acute visual loss by... | Editor,â€”In the literature Onodi cells occur
in 3.4â€“51% of people.1 2 The paranasal sinus â€œAnatomic terminology groupâ€�
defines the Onodi cell as the most posterior ethmoid cell which pneumatises laterally
and superiorly to the sphenoid and is intimate...

Blinding Orbital Apex Syndrome due to Onodi Cell â€¦
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/criopm/2014/453789
The onodi cell is a posterior ethmoidal cell that is pneumatized laterally or superiorly to
the sphenoid sinus with close proximity to the optic nerve. A mucocele, a benign,
expansile, cyst-like lesion of the paranasal sinuses, may uncommonly involve the onodi
cell causing compression of the optic nerve and nearby structures.

Recurrent Onodi Cell Mucocele: Rare Cause of 2 â€¦
journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0194599811415806
An Onodi cell is a posterior ethmoid cell that pneumatizes lateral to and superior to the
sphenoid sinus. 2 The pneumatization of Onodi cells often extends around the optic nerve
and to the optic canal. This anatomic association is responsible for the ophthalmic
complications seen with Onodi cell mucoceles.

The prevalence and CT detection of Onodi cell types.
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/947b/f116bfcba3b1f046363c78b9a7b...
Page 2 of 15 Aims and objectives The Onodi cell has been defined by the Anatomic
Terminology Group as being the most posterior ethmoid air cell that pneumatises
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Terminology Group as being the most posterior ethmoid air cell that pneumatises
superiorly and laterally to the sphenoid sinus
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